
  
INVITATION TO BID: No. ITB# TURANSUP/ITB/024/2020 

PROVISION OF COMPUTER DESK AND CHAIRS 
Bidders’ Reply to Queries 

 

1) Is this ITB a Frame Agreement? If YES, what is the duration of the frame agreement? 

No this is not a frame agreement. It will be one off procurement and the awarded company 

shall receive one Purchase Order for the quantity as indicated on the ITB. 

In addition, UNHCR may at its discretion increase or decrease the proposed content when 

awarding the contract. Therefore, ITB may be resulted with split order, i.e office chairs may 

be awarded to one company while computer desks’ contract to another company. 

2) If this ITB is not a Frame Agreement, will the procurement be done with one order? Or how 

many orders? 

Please revert to above reply. 

3) At the Annex C  Form  there is ‘Delivery Destinations’ part. It includes 6 regions of Turkey. 

Whats the distrubıtıon quantity of chair & table depends on the  cities? If the prices shall 

include all trans., assemb. costs, we need to learn the quantities of distrubıtıon for cities for 

calculating the best tender price. 

Please refert to Annex A introduction section, article 1. As it is indicated that the project is to 

support for etablishment of EBA points in schools and institutions affiliated with the Ministry 

of National Education. Therefore please consider the locations as across Turkey in seven 

region. However exact delivery point shall be shared with awarded company/ies. 

4) Do you want wheels for the Computer Case Carrier? 

Please refer to relevant article 2.7 of Annex A. There will be a 28x50 cm free-standing 

computer case carrier made of metal profile or MDF material consistent with the leg color of 

the wheeled table that can be used on the desired edge of the table. The table shall be with 

wheels, as well as the computer case. Please refer to below picture. 

 

 

 

  

5) Do you want a detachable Separator? This means, the end user can remove or change the 

place of the separator...  

Please refer to relevant article 2.6 of Annex A. It is stated that the separator can be used on 

the desired edge of the table in which required to be detachable.  

6) What should be the thickness of the polycarbonate separator stated in the article and how 
should it be connected to the table? 
Please refer to answer to question 5. Regarding the thickness of the separator, market 
standards shall be applied. 

7) Is there a picture of the MDF computer case in the article? 
No there is no picture.  

8) According to the list of conditions for products, the table's material of the computer desk is 

requested as a 12 mm compact laminate. Which we are a Turkish Distributor; our material 

The Compact Density Fireboard thickness is 12.4 mm. The Compact Density Fireboard has 

certified E1.  

Yes, it is acceptable. 

9) Can you accept durable PVC legs with wheels for Office Chair?   

Please refer to Article 3.4 of Annex A. It is stated that chair legs will be chromium plating or 

electrostatic powder 

10) How should the hair curtain be connected to the legs. 
Available market standards in fabrication of swivel chairs to be applied 


